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1. Introduction 

 

 
Having experience working with cryptocurrencies, we see their huge potential to change the             
world. When we also take into account the revolutions that take place in the service sector, we                 
are able to see the possible synergy. 
 
Bearing in mind the development of Dash and the upcoming Dash Evolution, we want to give                
the world the first taxi application based on the cryptocurrency that uses the full potential of the                 
currency. The selection of the pilot country was obvious. We want to first offer a new solution in                  
places where it will bring the highest value. This will be a great starting point for Dash promotion                  
around the world.  
 
Having current problems of main Colombian ride sharing platform (Uber) in mind and the              
advantage of our pricing model, we believe we are ready to disrupt actual Uber dominance in                
Colombia. Our advantage is also Dash Latam community who strongly believe there is a good               
momentum to do pilot of our platform in Colombia.  
 
Uber arrived in Colombia in 2013 and is currently present in 12 cities with nearly 90,000 drivers                 
and more than 2.3 million users. 

According to https://medellinguru.com/uber-medellin-colombia/  
 

If we get 5% of these drivers and leave them 85% of the payment per ride (having 15% 
DashTaxi fee on single ride), which is 16% more than Uber gives (around 69%) - the monthly 
income (according to our initial business model assumptions) is around $3.000.000 USD. That 
does not contain Dash <-> FIAT exchange fees. 
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2. Business Model Canvas 

 

 
 
Click here to open large version 
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3. Revenue streams details 

 

Basics 

Per ride charges  

Revenue  Percentage 

Gross booking 100% 

Driver commission 85% 

Net promotion 2% 

Net revenue 13% 

DASH ↔ FIAT exchange fee 

(Dash price % margin (spread)) 

Type  Percentage 

BUY + 3% 

SELL  - 3% 

Dash ↔ FIAT exchange flat fee 

(driver ATM withdraw fee) 

Amount USD  Fee 

less than $10 $1 

$10 - $25 $1.5 

$26 - $50 $2 

$51 - $200 $3 
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Ride types 

● Standard 

Standard ride with no special rules, procedures nor car characteristics. Basic type.  
Platform appearance: DashTaxi will start with this type 

● SUV 

4+ people rides. This ride is excluded in the types list, but such car can get Standard 
rides too.  
Platform appearance: 2nd half of first year 

● Premium 

Special cars that meet direct characteristics. 
Platform appearance: 2nd half of first year 

● Pool 

Multiple people/destinations during one ride.  
Platform appearance: end of 3rd quarter of the first year 

● Big Transport 

Transportation like movements, big luggage, furnitures etc. 
Platform appearance: DashTaxi will start with this type 

● Motorbike 

Platform appearance: the beginning of the second year 
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4. 3 years’ plan 

 

Assumptions 
We have assumed minimum possible scenarios to our income / revenue math. This allows us to 
show you that even with such small numbers we are able to build a profitable business. 
 
Let us assume to have a city of Bogota where: 

● the cost of a ride is $1,2 per km and that applies to any driver, whereas the cost of a taxi 
licence is $1,75 per km 

● a rider requests on average a 5km ride and the price of a ride is usually set at 2 times 
the cost of the ride, but if there is a crowd of riders, the price is set at 1.75 times the cost 

● the time needed for a driver to do a ride is 10  minutes,  which  leads  to  a  maximum  of 
6 rides/hour; lets assume 4 rides per hour 

● Usually the full time driver works 8 hours in average daily, part time driver around 3 
hours daily 

● Colombia has around Uber 90k drivers (link) in 12 cities, so lets assume 1/12 is working 
in Bogota, which gives around 7,5k drivers 

● This means with our plan we might focus first two years only on this city and we will fill 
our plan having ONLY 15% of them at the end of YEAR 2 (after 24 months from pilot) 

 
We have what follows: 

● Single ride cost is around $6 (5 kilometers times $1,2) 
● Average driver works 5,5 hrs a day 
● Average number of rides is 22 (5,5 hours times 4 rides per hour) per day 
● Average driver’s income is $132 ($24 per hour) 

Example scenario 
● 1 Dash = $75 USD (medium global price), 
● 1 Dash = $72 USD - DashTaxi exchange spread sell price 

 
Driver works 4 hours during Saturday, while he was able to have 14 rides with an average ride 
price at 0.13 Dash. 2 Dash, where 0.26 Dash goes to DashTaxi. Driver net earnings = 1.74Dash 
 
Driver decides to finish his working day and payout his earning at the ATM. He is currently 
having 1,74 Dash net to payout. Once he decides to use ATM withdrawal, the exchange takes 
$3 fee. 
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Results: 

● Driver final paid-out earnings: $122.28 USD 
● DashTaxi fees: $19.5 (0.26 Dash) + $3 = $22.5 USD 

 

Business Model 

Base numbers 

For our business model we assume what follows: 
● Pilot in Colombia starts in April and first month we have 3 pilot test drivers 

Average number of rides per day per driver 

Standard 15 

SUV 2 

Premium 6 

Pool 4 

Big transportation 3 

Motorbike 4 

Average prices 

Standard $6,00 

SUV $11,00 

Premium $12,00 

Pool $4,00 

Big  $20,00 

Motorbike $5,00 
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Revenue numbers 

Average number of drivers per type per month - YEAR 1 

  Months 

  I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII 
S  0 0 0 3 6 10 18 28 44 62 80 110 

SUV  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 12 16 

P  0 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 5 8 10 12 

Pool  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 10 10 

Big  0 0 0 0 0 2 3 5 5 5 5 5 

M  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

Average number of drivers per type per month - YEAR 2 

  Months 

  I III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII 
S  150 200 250 300 350 400 475 550 600 720 900 

SUV  20 30 35 40 50 65 80 110 140 200 280 

P  12 20 30 45 70 110 140 180 250 340 480 

Pool  20 30 40 55 70 80 100 120 140 160 200 

Big  8 15 20 30 38 51 60 68 75 84 97 

M  5 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

 

Average number of drivers per type per month - YEAR 3 

  Months 

  I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII 
S  1100 1400 1700 2000 2400 2900 3500 4000 4800 5700 6900 8000 

SUV  360 450 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 

P  600 700 900 1050 1250 1500 1800 2200 2800 3600 5000 6000 

Pool  240 280 320 360 400 440 480 520 560 600 640 680 

Big  110 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 130 

M  20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 
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Costs 

 

Costs 

Payroll 
Development + Management 

CEO / Product Owner 
Development Android 

Development iOS 

Development backend 

Development QA 

Project Manager 
Marketing 

Marketing Specialist 
PR / SM Specialist 

Support 
Moderators Online 

Local support (Dash Latam) 
External services 

Domains 

Banking services 

Hosting services 

Accounting services 

Legal services 

Taxes and charges 

Company entity set up 

Legal docs 

Other 
Other costs by type 

Business trips 

Advertising (Internet) 
Advertising (local radio stations) 

Advertising materials 

SEO / SEM 

Social media 

Conferences 
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General Summary 

 
 
Full details here: 
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1B8uB1Uf6ehQ-F_141lNxxgIdRPj5E1PO_KTwOuE-q1
w/edit#gid=2052806359 
 
To summarize: 

1. Year 0 (current year) ends with no loose if Maciej invests $5k each month on Q4 ($15k 
in total) more, Dash DAO invests $30k more (not including October proposal). 

2. DashTaxi becomes profitable in September 2020 (Year 1), where around 60 drivers are 
working each day delivering around 700 rides per day. 

3. In Year 1 project has to be funded with the total investment of $310k, where $70k goes 
from BinarApps, $240k has to come from DAO, DIF or private investor. Starting from 
January 2019 project should get 8 transhes of $30k each month. Such investment will 
allow us to bring the best effectiveness with no costs savings at any part of the 
development.  

4. In Year 1 DashTaxi starts saving monev from month January and predicts to show net 
profit on around $200k USD at the end of Year 1. 
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5. SWOT analysis 

 
 

Strengths Weaknesses 

- the application has a distinguishing 
feature among competitors, the use 
of cryptocurrency in handling 
payments 

- relatively low cost of market 
penetration, due to high 
diversification of service providers 
and high consumer awareness 

- the use of cryptocurrencies allows 
the use of applications on markets 
where conventional payments are 
not usable 

- attracting drivers by offering 
immediate payouts once the drive is 
completed 

- significant diversification of specific 
national markets requires adjustments 
at the entrance to each new market 

- high dependence on acquiring and 
maintaining drivers providing services 

- dependence on fluctuations in the value 
of the currency, significant decreases 
will affect the willingness to use the 
application 

 

Opportunities Threats 

- interest of world media in alternative 
solutions on the Colombian market 

- good condition of cryptocurrency 
and potential increases will stimulate 
the construction of the application 
user group 

- the possibility of a new approach to 
in-app billing not available to 
competitors 

- possibility of overtaking by a competitive 
cryptocurrency in case of delayed 
implementation 

- drastic drops in the value of 
cryptocurrencies will stop the usage of 
application 

- unpredictability of the local authorities' 
future approach to market legislation 

- problems with GSM infrastructure and 
internet access in Colombia 
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6. Micro environment analysis 

 

Customers 
The first group that will be using the application are the people who are already familiar with                 
cryptocurrencies. Due to the specificity of the Colombia market, the group of potential users may               
be larger, however, it is necessary to focus on people who are already present on this market. 
 
For example, it is estimated that Uber reached a market penetration of 45% in Latin America in                 
2018. Getting to these users will be crucial in the first phases of the project, because they have                  
the lowest barrier to overcome to  start using our application. 
 

Suppliers 
We treat drivers as suppliers using our application. They are crucial for the project to function. In                 
our activities, we must always remember to adjust to their needs. Fortunately, the use of Dash                
cryptocurrency with all its benefits is what will convince them. 
 

Competitors 

1. Uber 

According to a survey conducted by Dalia, Latin Americans with smartphones who live in urban               
areas most often use the application or website with shouts. In total, 45% of them benefited                
from the application, and Mexico occupies the first place in the region at 58%. Uber entered                
Latin America in 2013. They claim to have over 36 million active users in the region, proving                 
employment to more than a million drivers. 

2. 99 (formerly 99Taxis) 

The Brazilian urban population of around 180 million people is the highest award for rides and                
taxis that have several services competing for market share. With over 200,000 drivers and 14               
million users, 99 attracted the attention of investors around the world, including the Chinese Didi               
Chuxing. Didi invested $ 100 million in 99 in January 2018, after which he acquired 99 months                 
later, and nearly $ 1 billion was taken over by Uber in Latin America shortly after the acquisition                  
of Uber in China. 
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3. Easy taxi 

The Taxi Taxi service based on Rocket Internet, Easy Taxi, began in Latin America in 2011, two                 
years after Uber first began operating in San Francisco. Maxi Mobility (company owner) is also               
the owner of Cabify and operates in many Latin American markets, including Argentina, Mexico,              
Bolivia, Panama, Brazil, Peru and Chile, as well as several other markets. 

4. Cabify 

Cabify is a Spanish company that provides private vehicles for rent via a smartphone app.               
Although founded in Madrid, Cabify has always occupied the position of a Latin American              
company, investing significant funds throughout the region. Cabify announced that it has over             
13 million users and increased its installed base by 500% between 2016 and 2017, has tripled                
its user base and completed six times more trips in 2017. Cabify competes directly with Uber, 99                 
and Easy Taxi in Brazil; however, it has about a 40% market share in Sao Polo, one of the                   
largest cities in Latin America. 

5. Beat (formerly Taxibeat) 

Beat is a ride-sharing service founded in Perros, Greece, which also operates in Peru. Beat is                
slowly expanding its activities all over Latin America. From January 2017, Beat had around              
15,000 drivers and 800,000 customers in Peru. 

6. Nekso 

Nekso headquartered in Toronto for a taxi market in Latin America before his home market with                
a pilot launch in Venezuela in 2016. Nekso managed to get the best in Venezuela, Dominican                
Republic, Ecuador and Panama with a slightly different approach to driving - success. At the               
end of 2017, Nekso boasted about 150,000 users and facilitated around 400,000 rides per              
month. The company is now planning to debut in South America, including Argentina, Colombia,              
Chile and Peru. 
 

General Public 
Potentially, from all elements of micro-environment, it is in the public opinion that we see the                
greatest opportunity to increase our application in the first phase of development. Positive             
reception of the attempt to help the Colombian society can very well be used to promote our                 
application and Dash cryptocurrency. 
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7. Macro environment analysis 

 

Demographic forces 
The population in Latin America remains on an upward trend. This has a significant impact also                
on the number of road users, and hence traffic jams in cities. Currently, most of the continent's                 
metropolises are struggling with such problems. There is consensus that the ride-sharing            
program can help counteract excessive traffic growth. Migrations that occur, for example in             
Colombia, mostly take place between the countries of the Latin American continent - so              
analyzing this on macro scale, we do not notice any major fluctuations in the potential of the                 
market as a whole. 

Technological factors 
The infrastructure necessary for the functioning of the entire DasTaxi system should be taken              
into account here. Undoubtedly, it is a GSM network and general access to the Internet. In the                 
vast majority of countries there are problems with access to this infrastructure and therefore the               
application should be first introduced in the places where it is the least noticeable. 

Political and legal forces 
Both cryptocurrency and ride-sharing markets are at an early stage of legislation. Therefore, the              
regulations governing their functioning are often not finalised with many areas being completely             
unregulated. At present, the conditions prevailing in most countries of Latin America - including              
Colombia - allow for running a business based on our assumptions, however, we must keep               
track of the ongoing changes.  

Social and cultural forces 
In the light of  present crisis in Venezuela, the local society is looking for solutions to their 
problems. A high number of them can be solved by  the use of cryptocurrencies especially that 
the society is positive towards the solutions based on cryptocurrencies. 

Porter’s Five Forces 

- Bargaining power of buyers 
Bargain power of buyers depends mainly on two areas. The first one is cryptocurrencies. We               
must provide the best conditions for currency purchase and its further use. From the user's               
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perspective it will be the first element that will enable the application to be used. The second                 
area is purchasing power. In most Latin American markets, we observe social stratification,             
which significantly determines potential clients. The rates offered in individual regions will have             
heavily depend on the purchasing power of local users. 

- Threat of new entrants 
The market in its current state can already be described as a red ocean - that is, a highly                   
competitive one. Considerable popularization of modern forms of transport services results in a             
significant diversification of service providers and there is a high probability of the appearance of               
new competitors. 

- Bargaining power of suppliers 
Acquiring and maintaining an appropriate number of drivers is crucial for popularizing the             
application. In the first stages of the project's operation, maximizing values for the driver will be                
necessary. As the number of drivers increases and the application gains popularity, this strength              
will weaken until it finally stabilizes and the number of orders in DashTaxi will be a value in itself                   
for the Driver and no additional incentives will be needed to use the application. 

- Threat of substitutes 
From the perspective of services based on cryptocurrency, a potential threat may be the use of                
another cryptocurrency in a similar project that allows immediate transactions. This is strongly             
related to Dash Evolution. The introduction of Evolution should provide a significant competitive             
advantage to the application based on Dash cryptocurrency. 

- Industry Rivalry 
Competition on the modern forms of transport market is currently taking place in two main fields. 
The first of them is a price competition. 
 
The second element is the convenience of use. In this case, we concentrate on matching the 
competition. An attempt to overcome them in this aspect would be far too expensive, and 
DashTaxi sees its chances in other areas. 
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8. Marketing Activities 

 

DashTaxi brand communication 

1. Communication characteristics 

Brand communication should focus on the benefits coming from the use of Dash             
cryptocurrency. Compared to the competitors, this is an advantage that will have the greatest              
impact on building brand awareness among consumers. 
For drivers, this will mean immediate payments for drives or flexibility in settling their incomes.               
When it comes to passengers, it will give a possibility to use an alternative in the event of an                   
increase in the value of the currency in the portfolio and an easy way to use the cryptocurrency                  
owned by them.  

2. Organic media 

Website - We use it mainly for information purposes. It focuses on the functionality of the                
application, answers the most important questions and facilitates the process of getting support             
if needed. It must be easy enough for the user to start using the application. It also directs to                   
other communication channels. 
 
Social media - A channel to communicate about the milestones and interact with application              
users and cryptocurrency communities. A very important channel in maintaining the interest of             
the community. 
 
Blog / off-site content - The channel is mainly used to educate the community and build                
awareness about Dash cryptocurrency. The content will concern to the use of cryptocurrencies             
in today's world. You can also post content that is related to further development of the                
application. 
 
Newsletter - The channel is mainly used as a support for others. The main communication is                
about promotions and milestones of the application. 
 
In app communication - mainly for current promotion / new features. 
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3. Paid media 

Google Ads 
Google is everywhere people are looking for information about what to do, where to go, or what                 
to buy. DashTaxi commercials can appear on Google when the user is looking for services               
similar to those offered by our application. 
 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

- Instant results on couple of platforms 
(search engine, display network, 
youtube) 

- Exposure in biggest search engine 
in Colombia 

- Relevant ads 
- Full control of our ads 
- Only pays for clicks 

 

- Competitive environment 
- Variable costs 
- Restrictions related to Google Ads rules 
- Stops when budget is done 
- People have more trust in organic 

SERP results 

 

Facebook Ads 
Facebook marketing is a very effective way for us to interact and engage with our audience.                
This social platform has got a huge reach, Facebook in Colombia has over 31M active user per                 
month, and give us the possibility to retarget users that start the sign-up process but don’t                
complete it. According to HubSpot research, 71% of people are more likely to purchase when               
referred by social media. [HubSpot] 
 
 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

 
- Microtargeting on real people 

accounts not cookies 
- Biggest Social Platform in Colombia 

with over 31M users 
- Lookalike Audiences to extend reach 

 
- Strict policy about cryptocurrency 

advertising!!! 
- Diminished Organic Reach 
- Stops when budget is done 
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Programmatic 
Programmatic buying guarantees automatic, effective and fast reaching of personalized          
advertisements to a selected group of recipients in the network. Thanks to our knowledge of the                
user, his features and behaviours, we are able to create a personalized advertising message.              
Properly matched and constructed advertising means a higher conversion rate and a            
well-managed advertising budget. 
 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

- Narrowly-focused targeting 
- Premium ads spots 
- Customized rich media formats 

 

- Higher price 
- Not enough flexibility 
- Higher percentage of bot ad fraud 

 
 

SEO 
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is a strategy in which search engines find and rank our 
website higher than the large number of different websites in light of a similar keywords. In 
Colombia over 31M people are active users of web, and 97% of them use Google search 
engine to look for information. 
 
 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

- Results you get will last at least until 
the next major algorithm update 

- SEO delivers continual, free traffic 
- Users are 8 times more likely to click 

on an organic result than they are a 
paid search result 

 

- SEO takes time, and it’s not a quick fix 
- No Guaranteed Success 
- Limitation of the possibility to modify 

advertisements and keywords 
compared to PPC 

 

Word-of-mouth marketing 

Word of mouth marketing is an easy way to spread the word about our idea. People trust other                  
people and the experiences they have to report, which means that when they hear from a friend                 
or a consumer about DashTaxi, they are more likely to buy. About 84 percent of customers                
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make essential purchasing decisions based on the recommendations of friends and           
acquaintances, which make this a powerful influence. [Nielsen] 
 
 

Advantages  Disadvantages 

- create trust with our brand 
- long term value 
- low cost 

 

- spread slowly 
- problem with GA tracking 
- negative feedback effect 

 
 

Internal marketing programs 

1. Recommendation programme for passengers 

A recommendation system that will motivate customers to share with their friends and family.  
We anticipate additional material benefits for customers here like discounts for next ride. 

2. Recommendation programme for drivers 

A command system that will motivate drivers to share the application in their environment. We 
anticipate additional material benefits for drivers here like Dash Coin bonuses. 

3. Cryptocurrency awareness communication 

We want content targeted at application users to help them understand the world of crypto 
currency and encourage them to actively participate in it. 

4. Community growth 

We want to use the application capabilities to actively participate in the life of the Dash Coin 
community. It is about cross promotion, for example, special travel offers for events related to 
cryptocurrencies. 
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9. Marketing strategy goals 

 

 
 

Mission  Vision 

 
- introducing Dash to passenger    

transport market 
- popularization of Dash   

cryptocurrency via creation of an     
example of an application based on      
such technology, used in everyday     
life  and with high media potential. 

 
- showcase of DashTaxi opportunities 
- building an application that is used      

globally and is an easy entrance to the        
world of cryptocurrencies and modern     
forms of transport 

 
 
 

Economic goals  Brand image goals 

 
- acquiring 150 drivers in the first year 
- popularization among customers 

500k rides in the first year  
- gathering valuable feedback from 

customers and drivers (at least 15% 
of users will share their opinion with 
us) 

- building brand communication 
channels exceeding the reach of 
500.000 people 

- building a user return rate of at least 
25% in the first year 

- 50000 of registered passengers in 
the first year 

 
- building a sense of security and trust 

(brands and Dash cryptocurrency) 
- reducing the mental barrier of entry into 

cryptocurrencies  
- popularizing the use of Dash 

cryptocurrency in everyday life 
- building high awareness of the 

DashTaxi brand in South America and 
the grounds for global expansion 
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10. Marketing strategy in 7P 

 

 
At the current stage of the project, we focus on the big picture and for this reason we decided to                    
present the core of our strategy using the 7P analysis. This will allow us to convey our vision to                   
the whole Dash community. This analysis will allow us to describe the communication approach              
to the most important elements of the brand. On this basis, you can build accurate               
communication schedules in individual channels. 

1. Product 
The greatest emphasis in product design and its further communication is simplicity. We want to               
overcome the barrier of entry into cryptocurrencies. The user can not feel the additional work               
associated with the purchase of cryptocurrency or its further detention and disbursement. In             
functional aspects, the application should not significantly diverge from competitive solutions to            
facilitate the entry of as many users as possible. 
 

2. Price 
The price will be a key element of the promotion in the first phases of the project. When                  
directing communication to a wide group of recipients, it should be expected that the price will                
be the strongest motivator to try the application. The DashTaxi commission should initially be              
marginal to minimize the entry barrier for new users. This should be achieved by combining low                
rates (5-10% lower than the competition) along with promotional code campaigns for free and              
cheaper travel. Gradually, along with the building of recognition, these rates can be raised to a                
competitive level. 

3. Place 
The distribution of the application will be carried out via Google Play (Android) and the App                
Store (IOS). In each of the previously mentioned communication channels should be included             
an easy transition to the store's website to download the application. In addition, it should be                
provided in paid media - graphic communication should be directed as soon as possible to               
download the application. Doing this in the form of dedicated buttons on the page or action                
button will be crucial for optimizing the conversion path. 
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4. Promotion 
When defining a product promotion, this can be described with one statement - performance.              
We avoid ATL solutions such as conventional media. We can not afford such high advertising               
costs. That is why we focus on BTL solutions and organic communication. Paid media help in                
this when they have the greatest impact, i.e. At the end of the sales path. Their main task will be                    
to maximize the conversion rate per user or driver. 

5. People 
We need to focus on two groups of people - users and drivers. In the case of the former, the                    
most important thing is to minimize their entry barrier and ensure maximum security. 
 
Very first recipients of the application are people familiar with cryptocurrencies. For them, the              
value in itself will be the ability to use them in the real world. On our part, we must assure the                     
highest quality of services while maintaining good prices. After obtaining the first pool of users,               
we must focus on the previously mentioned lowering of the entry barrier. 
 
Drivers must offer the opportunity to earn a good income in an independent currency. Thanks to                
the use of cryptocurrencies, we can offer them the best rates on the market and give the                 
possibility of immediate withdrawal of funds. It is precisely the independence and financial             
flexibility that will be  referring to get drivers. 

6. Processes 
Registration -maximised simplification, thanks to the functionality of the internal wallet, there is 
no need to provide a large amount of payment data 
 
Transfer Dash currency to  DashTaxi wallet - 
 
Finding a ride - we keep the competitive standard, transparent route and costs for the 
passenger and the driver 
 
Settlement of payments - we want to maintain maximum transparency, funds go from the user's 
wallet to the driver's wallet, deducting the commission 
 
Exchange of Dash wallets on other conventional currencies - 
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7. Physical Evidence 
The support of the Dash community will be a key element of building trust in the application. An                  
additional supporting element will be the opinions of the first users of the call in stores as well as                   
social media. 
 
In order to be able to work on the development of the company's visa, we must take care of                   
active brand's organic channels, ie the site, social media, newsletter, and in-app. 
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11. Goals monitoring & realization controlling 

 

 

Controlling indicators 

Dash community development: 

Communication channel reach - Number of view in all channels 
App users growth - Number of new user in app 
App drivers growth - Number of new drivers in app 
Number of mentions in media - media monitoring for example with Brand24 
 

Digital marketing indicators: 

Google Analytics: 
- Sessions 
- Interaction per visit 
- Bounce rate 
- Conversion cost 
- Avg session duration 
- New users 
- Platform 
- App installation 

Paid Media metrics: 
- Cost 
- CPC 
- CPV 
- CPM 
- CPL 
- Clicks 
- ROAS 
- ROI 
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Estimated results: 
 

Google Ads 

Views 143 893 125 808 119 803 

CTR 2,72% 2,95% 3,30% 

CPC 5,62 zł 4,85 zł 4,30 zł 

Clicks 3 914 3 711 3 953 

CR 2,40% 2,65% 2,80% 

Facebook Ads 

Views 185 994 213 675 249 480 

CTR 1,33% 1,56% 1,85% 

CPC 2,43 zł 2,10 zł 1,95 zł 

Clicks 2 474 3 333 4 615 

CR 1,80% 2,10% 2,45% 

Twitter Ads 

Views 631 050 440 771 371 353 

CTR 0,84% 1,10% 1,45% 

CPC 1,89 zł 1,65 zł 1,30 zł 

Clicks 5 301 4 848 5 385 

CR 1,20% 1,35% 1,50% 

RTB 

Views 348 084 247 253 179 272 

CTR 0,91% 1,30% 1,75% 

CPC 3,16 zł 2,80 zł 2,55 zł 

Clicks 3 168 3 214 3 137 

CR 0,90% 1,15% 1,45% 

TOTAL 

Views 1 309 021 1 027 507 919 907 

CTR 1,45% 1,73% 2,09% 

CPC 3,27 zł 2,85 zł 2,53 zł 

Clicks 14 856 15 107 17 091 

CR 1,58% 1,81% 2,05% 
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